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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Every conmmiiity is aware of the stream of men and women who are re-
turning every day from the armed services. Everyone is relieved because
of the end of the war. Each family grot?> is waiting for the return of
its young man or young woman with a considerable degree of emotion. These
are the yo\mg people irtio will form the backbone of the community in the
future and they are the young people who have lost precious years in
learning how to cope with the realistic problems of civil and community
life. They want to get back as soon as possible and their families and
communities want them to return quickly. Each day reports are being made
on the rapidity of demobilization and it is estimated that by 1946, or
earlier, 9,700,000 men will have been discharged for the country as a
whole, About 2,500 men are returning each month to Richmond, Virginia,^
The industries, the schools, the health and social agencies in
every community are now facing an unprecedented challenge to gear
their plans and services to a tempo of demobilization idaich has
speeded up unbelievably, even in four months,^
Just as men moved into the military scene and were able to do what had to
be done, so are they now moving into civilian life and are demonstrating
an ability to work out problems with which they are faced. But men are
returning to widely different families who find themselves in different
1 Bradley Buell and Reginald Robinson, “From Veteran to Civilian,”
Survey Midmonthly
. November, 1945, pp, 302-303,
2 Ibid,, p, 303
noiTwriDflTia:
-0T 6TJ odw fiBacw boB ass Tic B\B9xfz tiii lo b1 \.tlau»oo \t«T8
f*fur«99d «1 ®ocnrt»^ ,z9otvjt>z baanz aioTl X*t»v<» .ciirnri
lo tniriyi %tii lol el qpor» ^Iwl doA ,*x«r edl lo btw nW lo
eeedT .aoli(Me lo eoiaab oldMoblOrtoo * iliw ocsiow sauc^ io nj* Jinuo^ oil
frii ox '^JLmfraBoo sdl lo •acd;lD£rf iTXol CXiw oiftr eXqooq saicx tki «*
ttt 8tJ5<rc z’JCtomq ieol ?rad c*dw oXooeq satro^ oo<t fn* *>n» rtiflol
Xllnciwaco bixe Ilvlo lo wfeldoiq oldails^n xillw »qoo oi wod yiifrt*aX
bns eellijasl *iiort;t bne •'Xdlcnoo. ea nooa e* aload io* cl Ifuw x*rfT .oil!
ftbiMi jtilod snB el*rcq#*r riosS ,tX)Io2op cpn^lot ci eedl Inaw selllntcaeoo
-50 ,^X xd l-3dl holaelle© nl fl bn* ntlii?.'»llidcrttb lo VXbXqai o*ll no
* G* v-ilfttfoo eril Tol bssi^oslb neod ev«d XXi'W nee OOO^CX)^*-. ,*i*lX*tB#
,hncia1oIfi ol rilftem rfons ^nlfra e-s* am 003, S li/ocfl .©lodir
cl Bolon92* Xaloor. bn* arCX ,8XoorioE adi^ , aoi*ilti/bnl edT
liios ol og-nelXiido belnybooa-iqEttt; oa anloftl troft eos xlXntmmoo txw
R«if do.trfw ttollasilldcrob lo & d eaoiviao bns enaXq ‘ilodl
^.edlncff: *11101 fti nsve ^vT'^arfji.Xs^dnn qu bobeoqs
ol biiri iadw ob ol eld* ««©» bn* oraoe x^diX/t ©Ht olol bevoB rre* e* leui
snllrxXanomefc n* bn* clXX nnllbrio drrl golvoc wen xeril o-i* oe ,oncb *d
©1* neK li/8 .baoai n» xdl dDxrfw rillvr pu.i&Xdo'iq Xno 3f*xow d nz
Inoielllb cl aevXo8*©iil ball ortir 8elXl»*l IrKnolllb x^obl^ ol l
".aBlXlTiD ol oii-rdBV acWl" .nornXXofi bXaflia®-*? boa XIoua
^
.iOil-SOe .
-q ,3m ,*ra<lfl:©voli ,sidnq£u^i»
.5C2 ,q',.bt<iT S
2economic and social circmstances.
We do not yet know with certainty how high a proportion of men
will be nnable to cope, by themselves, with the problems of personal
and family adjustment which face them. The inability to find suit-
able work inevitably creates strains which help cause emotional and
family difficulties,^
"^e war took its toll of minds, emotions, and nerves as well as of bod-
ies,"^
Even though facts and opinion thus far have been largely based on
discharges irtiich took place before the rush of demobilization of combat
troops began, it is already obvious that not only will those men who suf-
fered actual casualties need help, but also those "who suffer from emotion-
5
al disturbances resulting from combat. Some men who are discharged for
neuropsychiatric disabilities—the unseen wounds—^will have special diffi-
culties in readjusting to civilian life. Many families will feel that the
men should still be in service and many employers will not wish to employ
a
men who have been discharged for this reason. Others who are discharged
for psychoneurosis are not going to have much difficulty readjusting to
civilian life because it was in service that he could not adjust but any
symptoms he had in service will be cleared up when he returns to his old
5 Bradley Buell and Reginald Robinson, op, cit,, p, 305,
4 The American National Red Cross, Washington, D, C,, Helping Dis-
abled Veterans
, p. 42,
5 Bradley Buell and Reginald Robinson, op, cit,, p, 303.
6 William Menninger, The Mentally or Emotionally Handicapped Vet-
eran
.
Annals of the American Academy of Political and Social Sciences,
Ifay, 1945, pp, 26-27,
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patterns of life.
There are some kinds of disability, mostly mental, in Trtiich a man
does not sense the seriousness of the handicap Trtiich he has acquired until
O
after his discharge from service. Not only are these problems serious
but they are of long range also. Some veterans do not recognize -what
problems they will run into immediately after discharge nor do they always
know what community resources are available to them, Ifeitters often drift
for months. Duidng the next decade there will probably develop many fam-
ily and personal crises which had their beginnings in service or in the pe-
riod of transition from military to civilian life,^
The American Red Cross offers its services to the fighting man
from the time of his induction, maintains them throughout his period
of service in this country and overseas, and continues to offer post-
discharge services to him as a veteran whenever and as long as he
needs them,10
**Home Service is a program of family service through which the American
Red Cross carries out in communities its primary responsibility to service-
men and veterans, and their dependents,"^ Red Cross carries out its re-
sponsibilities by offering a Horae Service program to men who are in serv-
ice and their dependents and also by offering a program of service to vet-
erans and their dependents. Both programs provide consultation and guid-
7 "The Returning Soldier Problem," Science News Letter , February
24, 1945, p, 117,
8 Irvin L, Child, Personal Adjustment of the Disabled Veteran
.
Annals of the American Academy of Political and Social Science, May, 1945,
p, 136,
9 Bradley Buell and Reginald Robinson, op, cit,, p, 305,
10
American National Red Cross, Washington, D, C,, Services to the
Armed Forces and To Veterans
.
Introduction,
11 American National Red Cross, Washington, D, C,, Home Service, p, 1,
1:o |
OH £ riohtff nt ^tsdtxm xX^po* ,VXXid«c±b lo obnJjl qoob •rta v^atfT ^
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a
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-o*t zfl itfc zolrtBO BecrTf? boH . a^rtobnaqeb rtlaril bn« ^zajsnoferr bar. nor
-vnes ftl oqs odw nf» of rit^icnq" ©oiV5©2 erroH s jsi’reddo x*£ eotllXldloooqn
-Isv &f>lvi9B lo cu^goaq s goii^llo oafs bn* aJ'flal^n^qiib ilodl one eol
-blxrg btui nol^Bflstenco ablroiq ^aia^gonq dvofi .sJ^rmbflpqob •riedl bn* r.iisn#
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.?XX
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4ance, financial assistance, referral service, information and reporting
services. The serviceman is assisted in making family allowances and get-
ting other government benefits for his dependents, Cornmnnications service
is also provided between the serviceman and his family. The veteran is
assisted in presenting claims for pension and securing government bene-
fits,12
Claims service is the one service which is offered to veterans which
is not offered to servicemen. It is one of the most important services
which Red Cross offers to the veteran. Not only is the veteran assisted
in securing the government benefits to which he is entitled, but he may
also be helped with the many problems of readjustment which he may be fac-
ing, The responsibility which Red Cross assumes for claims service is not
a new one but one which started in 1917 when the Red Cross was requested
by the Bureau of War Risk Insurance to cooperate with them in their task
of administering government benefits .1^
There is some controversy as to whether it is better to help veterans
secure the greatest possible percentage of compensation when assisting
them in sec\xring government benefits. The claim has a great deal of mean-
ing to each veteran and it has a different meaning to each one. When men
retxim from service they hope for economic security, happy family relation-
ships and acceptance by the community,!^ To some veterans the claim and
12 American National Red Cross, Home Service, op, cit,, pp, 1-4,
13 American Red Cross, National Release 30,2, Claims Service .
January 16, 1946,
14 Cynthia Rice Nathan, Case Work With HI And Disabled Service-
men
. Family Welfare Association of America, pp, 24-29,
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5the con5>ensation received mean that there is economic security in the fam-
ily and one may assume that family relationships irill be happier if there
is economic security. Veterans often feel that the claim is a recognition
of what they gave for their country and they feel that the condensation is
something which is due them. The compensation indicates that the man is
incapacitated whether he is so in reality or not. Some feel that the vet-
eran should be given as much as possible in condensation, in recognition
of what he has done for his country. Others feel that the veteran may be-
come too dependent upon the claim and not make much effort to rehabilitate
himself and become independent, "Some few veterans" need to be completely
dependent upon the pensions they receive for their service but one may
find "a tendency among others to overenphasize their dependence on pen-
sions,
Because of this interest in the amount of condensation, a gro\p of
veterans, who had filed claims either before Red Cross contact or at the
Home Service Office, and who gave Power of Attorney to Red Cross, were
taken for study. It is the puipose of this study to show (1) what serv-
ices were given to veterans who filed claims for disability, (2) to deter-
mine what services were needed by the veterans, (3) to determine what oth-
er services were needed by the veterans, and (4) to bring out the atti-
tudes of the veterans as to their disabilities and their claims and note
their adjustments.
15 American National Red Cross, Washington, D, C,, Helping Dis-
abled Veterans
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Method and Scope
All cases involving claims which were open at the Home Service office
of the Boston Metropolitan Chapter of Red Cross during the months from
July, 1945, to December, 1945, were taken for stuc^y* Statistical cards
were available only since July, 1945.
The statistical cards showed the name, address, dates of opening and
closing, military status, case worker, and services given. The check for
military status showed whether the man was ex-service, army or navy and
only those cards checked ex-service were looked at further. The months
when the case was open were next checked to determine whether the case was
open during the months chosen for the study. Next the card was turned
over and notation made of the type of services rendered to the veteran.
Only those cases where a check mark was made under Assistance with Claims
for Disability were listed for purposes of this study. At the end of each
month the worker on each case is expected to check the cards as to services
given during the month. Some of the workers did not check the back of the
statistical cards so that no service was shown. For this reason workers
who work exclusively with the veterans were asked to submit names of cases
where they had helped in securing conpensation for the veterans. In each
of the cases submitted by these workers there were other services given
than those only connected with the claim. The cases used in this study
may have been known before July or services may have continued after Decem-
ber,
A copy of the statistical card may be found in the Appendix on
pages 83 and 84
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In 102 cases out of a total of 5,994 veterans* cases handled by Amer-
ican Red Cross, there “was indication that some work had been done on the
claim by the check mark on the back of the statistical card under Assist-
ance i»ith Claims for Disability. It -was found that in forty-one of the
cases very little work was done on the claim or in the way of other serv-
ices, Of the remaining sixty-one cases, every other one was taken for use
in this study. The cases were chosen in alphabetical order and thirty
cases were used. In addition to these thirty cases, there were seventeen
cases submitted by the workers who worked almost exclusively with veter-
ans, These seventeen cases were not included in the above because there
was no mark on the statistical card indicating that work had been done
with the veteran on his claim. It is impossible to know how many other
veterans who were helped with claims were not indicated on the statistical
card and therefore were not used in this study.
It would have been difficult to use all sixty-one of the cases where
a good deal of work was done with the veteran and then add the seventeen
cases submitted by the other workers because of the intensity of the work
done; therefore, half of the cases were used of those where the statisti-
cal card was checked. The seventeen cases idiich were submitted were in-
tensive and useful cases for the purposes of this study but may weight the
study. It might have been more valid to use only half of these seventeen
since half of the sixty-one were used.
Each of the seventeen cases was read and the material used in the
schedule. Each of the 102 cases was looked over to see how much work was
done, and if only a letter was written to which the veteran did not reply.
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the case was not used, or, If the contact was so slight that there was no
information to use in the schedule, the case was not used in the study.
The s±3cty-one cases which were found to have a good deal of material were
checked, listed in alphabetical order, and every other case was read care-
fully and the material used in the schedule.
In order to supplement the material in the case records it was felt
that a follow-up study might be made on as many veterans as possible to
determine the present adjustment. Home visits were atten^jted when the
case had been closed, but if the case was still open material was seciired
from the worker. It was felt that visits to certain veterans would be un-
wise either because of the use they had made of the agency in the past or
because of the relationship they bad with the worker at the time of the
study.
By determining the adjustment of the veteran on his job, in the
neighborhood, in the family, and by noting the physical and emotional ad-
justments of the veterans, it is hoped that an evaluation of adjustment
may be made. Also the attitudes and feelings of the veteran in connection
with his claim would indicate his adjustment, and it is hoped that this
can be tied in with his general adjustment. Previous contacts with the
veteran or his family will be discussed. Work with other agencies in the
community will be brought out. Referrals to Red Cross will be noted as to
source of referral and reason for referral. Many of the problems of re-
adjustment can be classified and an atteupt will be made to do this.
There will be summaries of cases illustrating each type of service and
certain cases showing that several types of situations may be "found in
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-b£ Innolio.MS bns iT.olav?i.^ sdS ^ti^.Son vd ^i-r 3ii+ nl ,bood*fci^ 3lo«
?^t^^^s?bu^jDa lo ncxofii/Xav!* an Sbi'J btxjod al ,.?n£ir«3V orii lo »?ns«'Nxtfo
ncldoonxico al ns'isdor ®d? s^niloolL cxie c?oyVil?>t6 ari? orXA .abar ucf '^,qb
sin? inrW bsqorf si U "inr. ^ aid odnoibiil bXuow «i;«X» p£ti il?i:w
e.iS di^yr E?t>s?fjoo 2.voi:vfrrs . V-t^dcjrtbe Istwtaa aM tlUa bax? jd nno
Oil? rJ. 39lon95« 'r-'^dlo rlliir . nssuosir od IXlw \jX/T;nV aW -xc r. r:t^'V
o? 83 b3?on od UlTT 880’iC borl o? r.iUX'ioloH . ?ff^uo-rcf ad XXiir
Vc araeXdoiq a:? lo ’finAl . ^ol ncaaei bttr X-n-nels'i Vo ooti^t s
.B1..I? cb .? ob«a »d XXiir ?'y’.o??jO ria bn3 bc^lVIsosXo od fuso ?ti‘^33?aLM;,hfi
bfus aorz-iae Vo oqv,? n'osa 3aI?nTl3.'.'XIx aeu-’o lo a»)?'iiJxvv;K aef LLl'^ oieriX
r.l bot/ol" od V 3 ' onoi?«v?iJ lo 3uc^ ? Ii/io/vn lari? ani^rcnR ao-ii^ ftIa?^o«
combination,"^® There -iri.11 be a discussion of the services given and the
adjustments made in each of these cases.
Limitations
The first limitation of this study is in securing the cases for
study. Because some of the Trorkers do not list the services they give to
veterans it is impossible to know whether there were other cases in which
assistance was given on claims and whether a study of these cases would
color the finding in this study. The fact that all the seventeen cases
submitted by the workers who work entirely with veterans while only half
of the other cases which were indicated for study because of the statisti-
cal card were used might weight the study.
Secondly the same information is not available in all cases. In some
instances the dates of discharge from service or entrance into service
were not shown, En?5loyment was not discussed with all veterans. Adjust-
ments to the family were not brought out in many instances. The age of
some veterans is not known. The attitudes the man had about his claim
were not always brought out. In some instances problems were indicated
other than those connected with the claim but were not followed by the
worker.
Another limitation of this study is that cases which were open during
the period prior to July. 1945, and were not still open after July or be-
fore December, 1945, were not available. It might have had more meaning
16 Bradley Buell and Reginald Robinson, c^, clt,, p, 305
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to do a study of veterans iiho had been knoYm to Red Cross for over a year,
or at least six months, so that a follon-up study could be made at such
time as to have more significance. Many of the cases which had been known
over a period of time did not need much service in the beginning or re-
sisted coining in to discuss problems in the beginning, and also many of
these cases had been closed several times and then were re-opened from
time to time. The more recent cases had not had time to have many prob-
lems come up, and if the claim had not been adjudicated there was the pos-
sibility of many problems coming in connection with the claim which had
not come \xp at the time of the study. If the cases had been closed for a
time, and if those cases were used where a good deal of work had been
done, it might have been possible to indicate Tfhat effect the claim had
on the veteran. Many of the cases used in the study were still active and
it would have been better, perhaps, to have taken only those cases which
were closed. Many veterans have only filed a claim but are still waiting
for it to be adjudicated. It is limiting to use cases where the claim has
not been adjudicated, for there has been much less material gathered and
much less is known about these veterans than would be known if the veteran
returned at a later time about the adjudication of the claim. In those
cases where the claim had been adjudicated there was much more information
about the veteran and his feelings. It would have been easier to show
what effect the claim had on the veteran if the claim had been adjudicated
and his feelings had been worked with.
It is the writer itio determines, from the material in the record or
from the follow-up study, what the adjustment of the veteran was. The
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bna bo^^;^ta8 lax-totm cs£l rforni nae<f and a^edt lol ^bataolbn^ba naad ton
>
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•writer de'termines -what the problems in the case -were, -what attitudes the
ve'beran had* It is the •wri'ter -who determines -whether the family adjust-
ments -were satisfactory, how the man got along in the nei^borhood, and
what sort of social adjustments the ve-teran made* Another worker might
have felt that the adjustments made by the veteran -were coupletely differ-
ent and might have -wanted to make a different sort of classification than
•that T*iich -the writer made. The consideration of attitudes and the evalu-
ation of adjus-tment is of necessity a rather subjective thing and should
be considered in relation to the facts given.
The fifth limi-bation of the study is in the type of follow-up study
•which -was made. It was not possible to con-tact all the cases -vdiich had
been kno-wn -bo Red Cross during the period selec-bed because they had moved,
•were a-way on vacation, or could not be reached for some reason. Those
cases which -were followed -with the worker did not bring out any different
ma-berial than -that -liiich was alreadty in the record in most instances* It
•was also impossible to visit all those cases -jdiere con-tact was made by the
wri-ter and the telephone -was used to get the information in some ins-tances
and this is not as effective as ha'ving a personal contact because many of
•the feeling tones -vtiich can be no-ted in a personal con-tact are lost -when
•talking o-ver a telephone.
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CHAPTER II
RED CROSS SERVICES AVAIIABLE TO VETERANS
The continued responsibility of Red Cross in assisting veterans irith
benefits to which they are entitled and in working out their many problems
of adjustment has been stressed. It is the policy of Red Cross to give
services not only to disabled veterans but also to able-bodied veterans if
they are in need of assistance. Services to veterans include services to
their dependents. When services are given to the disabled it need not
necessarily be the man who was disabled in service who is eligible for as-
sistance but also the man with non-service connected disabilities is enti-
tled to Red Cross services.
Services to all veterans includes the providing of information,
consultation, guidance, assistance in securing benefits available,
and in case of specialized need—in referring to the proper special-
ized agency. Prior to discharge, these services maybe secured
through the Red Cross office on the military or naval station. Fol-
lowing discharge the Red Cross chapter in the home community makes
them available. Chapters also provide assistance in the preparation
of forms, notary public service, and assistance in securing copies of
recorded documents, such as birth certificates and marriage certifi-
cates, Chapters cooperate -vtith other agencies in correlating the ef-
forts and resources of the community for service to discharged men
and women,
^
When it has been determined by the medical authorities that a
man will be discharged becaiise of his disabilities, the Red Cross
hospital worker is notified and discusses post-discharge plans with
him,^
She discusses the disability and any limitations -rtiich it may ia^ose upon
1 The American National Red Cross, Washington, D, C,, Services to
the Armed Forces and to Veterans
. ARC 1254, September, 1944, p, 4,
2 Ibid,, pp, 4-5,
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his en^loyment. She explains resources in the corarminity which are avail-
able to aid in the readjustment to civilian life. She explains vocational
training and the possibilities of employment through the United States Em-
ployment Service,
The advisability of making application for benefits available
through the Veterans* Administration is enphasized. In this connec-
tion pension, conpensation, hospitalization, vocational rehabilita-
tion, waiver of insurance premiums, out-patient medical care, and
benefits for dependents are explained. If it is the patient’s de-
sire, he is assisted by the hospital worker in the preparation of an
application. He is also advised that the Red Cross chapter stands
ready to assist him with the claim after his return home.
When the veteran desires further Red Cross assistance with his
claim, the workers in his home community assist him in the gathering
and preparing of necessary evidence and inteipreting of decisions
and instructions from the Veterans’ Administration, To assist in
this service the Red Cross maintains a staff in the Veterans’ Admin-
istration offices. These workers have access to records and are
able to give the chapter woiicers advice on the type of evidence need-
ed and to keep them informed on the progress of the case. They also
appear before the Veterans’ Administration rating bosirds and the
Board of Veterans’ Appeals to represent the veteran in the presenta-
tion of his evidence. It is their responsibility to expedite action
and to assist in obtaining the full measure of benefits for which the
veteran or his family may be eligible,
5
Services to veterans also include
, , ,
financial assistance, on the basis of need, for basic main-
tenance during the temporary period when an application or claim
for federal disability pension or conpensation is pending or when
authorized payments are delayed or interrupted.4
Red Cross workers assist veterans in securing hospitalization
through the Veterans’ Administration, Through the Chapter workers
in the home community, the Veterans’ Administration social workers
may secure home conditions reports and other information needed in
their case work in the veterans’ hospital. They may refer discharged
patients to the chapter for assistance in securing follow-ip care,b
3 The American National Red Cross, ARC 1254, op, cit., p, 4,
4 Ibid., p, 4.
5 Ibid,, p, 5,
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Methods of Referral
Many veterans come to the Red Cross office and personally ask for as-
sistance even though no letter has been written to them* These men are
seen in the Intake Department and are helped in one or two interviews* If
the problems are conplex and the man needs to be seen over a period of
time, he is referred to the Family Service Department, The Family Service
worker helps the veteran with any problems which take time to work out.
Either department may secure advice and assistance on claims problems from
the Claims Department or may refer the client directly to the claims con-
sultant* The Claims Consultant may work on the same case that is active
with a family service worker*
Letters from field directors are referred directly to Family Service
workers instead of through the Intake Department.
From July, 1943, until April, 1944, at the time of the discharge
of an ex-serviceman, it was routine for the field director to notify
the local chapter of the serviceman* s discharge* Often the report
was merely a mimeographed form with the man*s name, date of discharge,
and whether or not he had filed for con?)ensation* In some instances
the reports were more detailed, and included helpful information about
the serviceman* s disability and particular problems and needs* In
April, 1944, however, the policy in regard to this was changed so that
only those cases in which the field director felt that the local chap-
ter could help the man*s adjustment to civilian life were referred*®
Instead of the form referrals, the practice at the time of this stuc^ was
to send an individual letter with a detailed description of the veteran*
s
particular needs* More recently field directors are making routine refer-
rals but these include name, address, dates of entrsmce into service and
6 Esther Kennedy, Social Work at the Boston Metropolitan Chapter of
the American Red Cross for the Ex-Service Man and Woman . Unpublished 5fes-
ter*s Thesis, Boston University, 1945, pp* 14-15*
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discharge from service, age, color, marital status, and whether or not ihe
man has filed a claim.
Action Talcen
At the time of discharge the man is told by the field director about
Red Cross services ifcich are available to him, and
. , ,
upon receipt of the referral letter from the field director, the
local chapter sends a letter offering assistance. These are not form
letters but are warm, individual offers of assistance, and an attempt
is made to assure the veteran of the sincere interest of Red Cross,'
In a recent staff meeting the workers decided that veterans responded bet-
ter to letters which gave a general offer of assistance rather than list-
ing the various services which could be given. Also it was decided that a
definite appointment should be given with the added statement that the
worker would be glad to change the appointment to suit the convenience of
the veterain.
In 1945, it was found by Esther Kennedy in her study of social work
at Red Cross, that about one-third of the veterans respond to letters of-
Q
fering assistance. At the present time it is difficult to determine the
number who do not respond to letters because scmie workers do not check the
statistical cards and those viho do check the cards do not always check the
eauae thing.
Of all the veterans ?rhose names begin with A, who were known to
the agency between the months of July, 1945, and December, 1945, there
were eleven veterans who did not respond to the letters which were written,
7 Esther Kennedy, op, cit,, p, 15,
8 Ibid,, p, 31,
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while only two were assisted with the claim. Of the 102 cases in which
the worker had checked the statistical card as having helped the veteran
with his claim for disability, there were forty-one cases in which so
little assistance was given that they were not iised in this study. Of
these forty-one, there were twelve cases in which a letter was written
after referral by the field director, but there was no response on the
part of the veteran.
In October, 1945, a claims consultant was employed by the Boston
Chapter of the American Red Cross, The Claims Consultant has the follow-
ing responsibilities:
1, Training staff members in claims work,
2, Acting as consultant to the staff on all aspects
of claims process and procedures,
5, Acting as the channel of communication between
Home Service and the Veterans’ Administration,
4, Handling all matters of appeals or other claims
work outside the skills of the case workers,
5, Assisting in the maintenance of proper relation-
ships with the Veterans’ Centers being establii^ed
under the auspices of the Commonwealth of IiSassa-
chusetts,9
The following table shows the number of cases on which the claims
consultant has taken action from October, 1945, until February, 1946,
This does not represent the total number of veterans referred to the agen-
cy but only those on which he made some contact with veterans’ administra-
tion or gave advice,
9 Letter to Home Service Staff frcai C, W. Anderson, Director,
October 4, 1945,
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TABLE I
CASES KNOWN TO THE CLAIMS CONSULTANT
FROM OCTOBER, 1945, TO FEBRUARY, 1946
Month Number
of Cases Closed
Carried
Over
October 20 2 18
November 98 54 44
December 147 88 54
January 200 110 82
February 174 132 34
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CHAPTER III
SUMMARIES OF CASES INDICATING TYPE OF SERVICE
The following case summaries are presented to show the types of serv-
ice requested by the man, the types of service given, his attitudes, any
information about the claim and his general adjustment according to the
record as well as according to the information secured -»riaen the follow-up
study was done. These cases are classified according to the most impor-
tant service given and will be discussed largely around one type of serv-
ice although other services ifrtiich were given will also be noted. There
will be twelve cases given in connection with one specific service and
then there will be two cases presented to show the variety of problems
which must be worked with in so many cases.
The first case will show services -vhich were given in connection with
the filing of a claim.
Case A
Mr, A, came to the office himself a month after he was discharged
from service and asked for assistance in filing a claim. He had a
skin condition which he wanted to claim, a hernia scar, and he had
’’snapped his foot” while in service. His disabilities were discussed
and he was assisted in making out the necessary forms to be sent to
the Veterans’ Administration, These were typed and sent to the Veter-
ans' Administration and followed in person by the Red Cross worker.
When further evidence was necessary on his foot condition he was as-
sisted in securing this. He was given a twenty per cent rating on his
foot and skin condition. In following up this case, Mr, A, was no
longer enployed as a ship rigger because there was no work to be done.
He had tried other jobs but could not stand on his feet and could not
hold any jobs he had tried. He was resentful about the employment sit-
uation, He was dissatisfied with the amo\mt of money he was getting on
his claim because he was not working. He wanted to appeal for more
compensation because of his foot condition which was still bothering
him. In other areas he was getting along satisfactorily and was not
assisted further.
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The next case shows the work done in following a claim which has al-
ready been filed.
Case B
Mr, B, was referred by the field director when be was discharged
from the marines. He had been in the V-12 program at Dartmouth and
had spinal meningitis. He was discharged by choice after this. When
he was discharged he filed a claim because of the ^inal meningitis
and included a weakening of the eyes which resulted. After our let-
ter offering assistance reached him he came to the office to find out
about his claim and learn when it would be adjudicated. The situation
was discussed with the claims consultant and he contacted the Veter-
ans* Administration to find out the status of the claim. It was found
that it went to the regional office instead of the area office to the
temporary rating board and it would take longer for adjudication for
this reason, Mr, B, asked about his mustering-out-pay and it was
found that he was not entitled to this since he was in the V-12 pro-
gram, In following up this case Mr, B, still had not received any
conpensation and he was hoping he would have a ten per cent rating be-
cause he was going to school at Harvard and would be entitled to a
longer period of education benefit under the vocational rehabilitation
program. He was getting along well in all areas.
The following case is presented to illustrate the work done in ap-
pealing a claim.
Case C
Mr, C, was referred to Red Cross by the field director when he
was discharged with a disability. He filed a claim at the Veterans'
Administration after his discharge and did not contact Red Cross until
after the adjudication of his claim at ten per cent for psychoneurosis
He had been dizzy, had gastro-intestinal trouble and could not get
along with others when in service and was continuing to have the same
difficulties. He felt cB. scrirainated against by the Veterans' Adminis-
tration because he was given such a small ccanpensation and no voca-
tional handicap, TMhen he came to Red Cross he discussed his need for
psychiatric treatment as well as his claim and was helped in both
areas. He was urged by Red Cross workers to make an appeal which he
did through the Red Cross office and it was denied. After a time had
elapsed we contacted him again and he wanted to appeal the denial of
his appeal. He was helped to do this and a decision was made that he
have twenty per cent, Mr, C, was helped to get to Psychiatry Clinic
and was able to tell the Red Cross worker about his resentment of Vet-
erans* Administration, the Army, and so on. When this case was fol-
lowed up the man was working but was not making a good adjustment at
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home. He still had the same physical synptoms btit rejected the idea
of psychiatric care. He wanted to appeal his claim again because he
did not feel he was getting enough compensation.
The following case is one which shows that compensation may be termi-
nated after a period of time and after physical examination by the Veter-
ans’ Administration.
Case D.
Mr, D, came to the office himself because he had been receiving
$34,50, This amount of conpensation had been terminated after he had
a physical examination at the Veterans’ Administration and he was giv-
en ten per cent. He felt that he needed the original amount because
he was not able to work full time and often had to stop work due to
his asthma. An appeal was made in this case and the man was given
the original thirty per cent rating. He was advised about submitting
a marriage certificate at the Veterans’ Administration and vocational
training was discussed with the man. Also he discussed the fact that
his wife left him while the conpensation was terminated. It was not
possible to determine the present adjustment of the veteran because
he could not be located at the address given.
The following case ^ows the services Red Cross gave in connection
with securing physical care for the veteran.
Case E
Mr, E, came to the office himself for financial assistance three
months after his discharge from service. He had no idea what he need-
ed and it was decided that his wife come to the office to discuss ex-
penses and needs. She did not come but we assisted in securing his
mustering-out-pay, Ifr, E, was being treated for his eyes at the West
Roxbury Veterans’ Hospital and was dissatisfied with the care received
there. After a time his condition was so severe that we insisted his
wife rush him to the hospital for a necessary operation. He was dis-
charged from the hospital without receiving the necessary care and
Trtien he came to the office he was felt to be very ill because of glau-
coma of the eyes and was sent to the Ifessachusetts ^e and Ear Infir-
mary, It was arranged with the worker there that he receive care
there with eapenses paid by Red Cross, He expressed many fears about
the operation and his fear of death. Even though the operation was
advised and his condition was felt to be critical, his wife did not
feel he should have the operation. Because of his difficulties with
the landlord, the lack of cooperation on the part of his wife and his
own feelings, it was felt that he should be helped to accept the oper-
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ation before it was attempted. His tension, fears and anxieties were
worked through by the hospital worker and t^ Red Cross worker until
he was able to accept the operation. The operation was done but we do
not have the information as to whether it was successful. It was not
possible to follow this case further. The man was helped with voca-
tional plans, with the adjudication of his claim and with an appeal of
the ten per cent compensation for his eyes and nervousness.
The following case is presented because of Red Cross assistance in
securing psychiatric care for the veteran.
Case F
Mr, F, was referred by the field director at the place where he
was discharged because he had filed a claim, Mr, F, came for his ap-
pointment after the first letter was sent to him offering assistance.
He came in for help with his claim because it had been so long since
he had filed it and he wanted to know its status. He appeared aggres-
sive, belligerent, but courteous and polite. In discussing his dis-
abilities he brou^t out an injury to his testicle which seemed
threatening to him and ihich was felt to cause some of his aggressive
behavior. Before Red Cross was able to secure any information through
the Veterans’ Administration, the man came to the office discouraged
because his claim had been disallowed. He wished to fight for his
rights and told about his headaches, his illnesses because of malaria,
his nervousness and need for psychiatric care. He had been told by a
psychiatrist that he wo\ild need this sort of care and after some dis-
cussion of this, was referred to the Southard Clinic, Mr, F, was seen
at Southard Clinic and felt to have suicidal ideas and to be de-
pressed, He was sent to another hospital for a physical examination,
then after several appointments he was admitted to Boston Psychopathic
Hospital for observation. He remained under observation for two weeks
and it was decided that he had a “border line psychosis.” During this
period there were frequent telephone calls between the workers at the
hospital and Red Cross, The wife was a psychological problem and was
seen by the Red Cross worker. During the period of observation it was
decided that Mr, F, was neurotic and was given a diagnosis of “between
psychoneurosis and psychopathic personality.” He was thought to be
homosexual as borne out by his statements that his condition was worse
after his marriage. He brou^t out guilt about extreme promiscuity
before marriage. He contracted gonorrhea from a girl he married prior
to his present wife and divorced after living with her for two days.
He had syphilophobia. Under sodium amytal he became elated and ap-
peared as intoxicated. He was expansive and tended to want to e:q)ose
himself and he brought out the feeling that he would like to get rid
of his wife. He brought out, in interviews, much self-accusatory ma-
terial and much to indicate an unsatisfactory sexual relationship with
his wife, Tfhile Mr, F, was in the hospital and for some time there-
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after an attempt -was made to help Mrs. F, understand her husband and
bring out her feelings about him. She i»as tense, anxious, and hostile
but unable to express her feelings adequately. She gave much helpful
background material on herself and husband to assist in working with
the case. They married hastily and Mr, F, did not live and act after
the marriage as she thou^t he would before she married him. She was
felt to have a psychopathic personality and the chances of therapy
were slight according to the doctor, Mr, F, was assisted in getting a
review of his claim and was helped to submit affadavits on malarial
attacks. He was also given advice about physical care for himself and
wife.
The following case illustrates assistance with vocational plans.
Case G
Mr, G, was referred by the field director at St, Elizabeth's Hos-
pital from which he was discharged becaxise of his sensitivity, inabil-
ity to get along with others, and such. He did not respond to offers
of assistance himself but his parents were anxious that he talk with
the Red Cross worker and made appointments for him. They said he had
been acting queerly and they wanted to know what his plans were as far
as continuing with school was concerned. He did not keep several of
the appointments which were made but finally he kept one when his fa-
ther was present also. He would not allow the boy to keep the ap-
pointment alone and wanted to find out what the boy was going to do,
Mr, G, did not seem interested in making any plans, he did not enjoy
his job and thought he should go to a trade school. He decided that
he would look into further education and was given a list of schools
where he could apply. It was felt that Red Cross could be of no fur-
ther assistance and the case was closed. It was impossible to follow
this case because the boy was never at home.
Men are often helped to embark on some educational plans by discuss-
ing the situation with the Red Cross worker and often they are referred to
Veterans' Administration for further assistance with their plans or they
are advised to request an appointment at Harvard Guidance Center, Very
often they discuss plans which they do not carry out.
The next case shows how assistance was given when there was a diffi-
cult family situation.
Case H
Mr, H, was referred to Red Cross by the field director at the
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array hospital from irtiich Mr, H, tos discharged, Mr, H, had been
transferred to Bedford Veterans’ Hospital, The mother of this man
secured his discharge from Bedford against advice and came to the of-
fice for advice about certain papers she had and so on. Later, Mr, H,
needed financial assistance and was referred by the Veterans' Adminis-
tration to Red Cross, "When he csune to the office he talked about the
dizzy spells he was having and showed confusion. He had liked being
in the army hospital but not at the veterans' hospital, “When asked
about his family he showed irritability and blocking. He expressed
anger about not receiving his raustering-out-pay instead of going on to
talk about his family. It was later decided to give financial assist-
ance to the veteran because of his feelings about asking his family
for money. Later this policy was reversed because it was felt that
the family could provide for him. The mother showed some rejection of
the man and his father was harsh and there bad been a history of harsh
treatment so that birth and marriage dates Trere checked and the boy
found to be illegitimate. Living at home became intolerable for the
veteran and he brought out some of his feelings about being there. He
decided to go to Maine for a rest and stayed there for some time. As-
sistance was attempted as concerned adjudication of the claim and his
competence to handle funds. Finally he was rated as having 100 per
cent disability but was considered capable of handling funds. It was
impossible to work with the mother in this case and sectire any coopera-
tion, She was evasive, refused to make true statements or express
hostility she felt about her son. She indicated that he caused family
friction but would not admit this. Follow-up could not be made be-
cause the man was in Maine and no address known.
The next case illustrates marital difficulties.
Case I
Mr, I, was given a disability discharge and was referred by the
field director because the man filed a claim for hernia and hemor-
rhoids, He was seen the same month he was discharged because he was
in need of financial assistance. He was assisted pending referral to
Soldiers' Relief, He wanted arrangements made for his wife -rtiile he
went to the Veterans' Hospital for physical care, and she was found
to be a difficult person to work with. The friction between the two
was evident from the beginning, Ihile the veteran was at the hospital
his wife brought out her dissatisfaction about the marriage and her
desire that he be hospitalized as long as possible. She thought his
behavior and attitudes were queer and showed much hostility toward him
Attempts were made to secure psychiatric care for her in addition to
physical care but she refused this, projecting all difficulties on her
husband. In spite of the tense relationship between the two, she pre-
ferred to remain with him and said it would be worse not to be mar-
ried, "When Ihr, I, was discharged from the hospital he discussed his
relationship with his wife. She nagged and was irritable and she did
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not like the ashes he left aronnd from smoking. She wanted to argue
and he would shut himself away so he would not have to talk with her.
He refused to take her an3nwhere because of the remarks she constantly
made. They were both Catholic but she had been divorced and there was
much feeling on his part about being deprived of the sacraments of the
church. They were able to make a better adjustment after discussion
of the situation and the case was closed only to be re-opened when she
accused him of throwing her across the room Then in a rage. Referral
was made to Family Society, At another time we helped him with his
claim and an appeal and he brought out the fact that they were still
having difficulties in marital adjustments. No follow-up could be
made because of changes of address.
The following case shows how a veteran was assisted financially.
Case J
lir, J, came to the office himself asking for financial assist-
ance because he could not do steady work. He had been working as a
counter man in diners but he could not stand on his leg long hours.
His hip had been broken previously and the condition was aggravated
in service. Several times he needed financial assistance between jobs
or when his readjustment allowance was pending. He continued to be
unable to hold jobs because of his hip and he was given some money by
the Department of Public Welfare which he did not feel was adequate
for his needs, Atten5)ts were made to get physical care for his hip so
that he would be employable. He had X-ray and other treatment but it
did not help much. He would go to work for a short time because the
assistance he received from the Department of Public Welfare was in-
sufficient, but he would not hold the job long and finally he was re-
fused readjustment allowance because he left so many jobs. He was as-
sisted pending the adjudication of his claim. This case is still ac-
tive and no further information is available concerning the man,
Mr, J, was assisted with his claim and advised about getting physical
care.
Many cases which are referred by the Veterans* Administration have
had their claims adjudicated, because they need to submit some type of in-
formation or there is some reason for a home visit to be made. The fol-
lowing case shows one sort of request -\^ich was made by the Veterans’ Ad-
ministration,
Case K
Mr, K, was referred by the field director when he was discharged
because he had filed a claim but he did not come to the office after
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assistance iras offered. The Veterans’ Administration referred him
irtien his claim was adjudicated but he did not respond to the offer of
assistance. Later he was referred by the Veterans' Administration
again because he wrote telling them he wanted his pension discontin-
ued, They terminated the condensation pending a report on the basis
of the letter, Mr, K, was discharged from the Army hospital because
he had a psychosis, unclassified. His claim was adjudicated at fifty
per cent, an amount Tfdth -vAiich he was satisfied but he thought it
could be terminated when he started working, T^hen a visit was made to
the home, the man had been hospitalized for the psychosis again. The
worker at the hospital realized that the man had written the Veterans'
Administration about discontinuing the claim and had contacted the Vet-
erans' Administration regarding it.
One of the problems with -viiich Red Cross is confronted is that many
men fail to respond to offers of assistance. In mapy cases only one let-
ter is sent and if the man does not respond it is assumed that he is not
in need of assistance. Often men telephone and feel there is no necessity
of contacting Red Cross at the present moment. Very often it is difficult
to determine whether the man is actually making a good adjustment and
sometimes when it can be seen that he is making a poor adjustment, he
still does not feel the need of assis'bance. The following case illus-
trates one of the cases where a man did not feel the need of assistance
yet had many problems.
Case L
Mr, L, was referred "when he was discharged from service and had
filed a claim. He telephoned in response to the let'ter offering as-
sis'bance and stated that he was being treated for his leg •which was
quite painful. He had been injured in combat. Also he said he was
being trea'ted for "nervous sweats," He seemed to have no problem in
connection -wi-th the claim -which had not then been adjudicated and
agreed to get in touch -with Red Cross if any problems came up, lUhen
a visit -was made because of the follow-up study -viiich -was made, Mr, L.
showed 'that he had many problems. He was not working, he wanted to
appeal his claim because he "was receiving only ten per cent and felt
he should have at least fifty per cent because he -was not working.
He was still having difficulty with his leg and had been trea-bed for
goi-ber at -ttie Veterans' Hospital, He felt jittery, restless and
junpy. He perspired especially at night and had some dreams. He
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slept poorly and had trouble irith his stomach. He had been given
glasses because of weakened condition of his eyes but he still had
specks before his eyes at times. His. wife seemed to be aggravating
his condition. In spite of these difficulties he felt that he had
been iaproving.
Possibly this man could not have been helped if he had been seen
by the Red Cross worker and he might have had as much difficulty ad-
justing, It is uncertain whether he could have seen the need for psy-
chiatric care but there are certainly problems present and if the case
had been followed tqj more closely he might have been assisted.
The last two cases indicate the numerous services which may be needed
by a single veteran. These have been shown above to some extent. The
following cases will indicate this more strongly.
Case M
Mr, M, was referred by the field director at the naval hospital
frcxn which the man was discharged. It was indicated that the man had
filed a claim and had been discharged for nervousness. The veteran
responded to the letter offering Red Cross services. He discussed his
illness and expressed, with some difficulty, his irritation about the
type of discharge he was given. He discussed his experiences in the
Navy and the contacts he had with some psychiatrists while in the Navy,
Some interpretation was possible concerning the diagnostic work done
by psychiatrists in service and the possibility of treatment in civil-
ian clinics. The veteran brought 153 vocational plans and discussed
his desire to enter Boston University, He was shy and felt that he
would be able to make contacts at school which would help him. While
he continually attempted to change and make contacts, he was unable to
do this. He asked to have his claim followed and during the time be-
fore the claim was adjudicated, the veteran came to discuss his per-
sonal and emotional problems. The Veterans’ Administration rated him
with ten per cent at first and later changed this to thirty per cent.
While he was waiting for the adjudication of his claim he entered Bos-
ton University under the Veterans* Readjustment Act and then he
changed to the Vocational Rehabilitation program, A great deal was
discussed after he entered school about the courses he was taking.
He felt the courses were not very good or very difficult. He talked
French with the worker and obviously in?>roved under study. He brought
his English themes to be discussed and these themes showed a great
deal of unconscious fantasy material Tihich was discussed with him and
an interpretation of some of this was attenpted. The interviews
brought out much hostility which the veteran had concerning his fam-
ily and especially his attitudes toward a neice who had been living
in the home since he was thirteen years of age. He decided to move
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from home and thought he could make better relationships with people
if he did so. He was helped to find a room and attempts were made to
have him make contacts at the Toung Men’s Christian Union, but he re-
sisted going there and went home a good deal after he had moved. He
had many feelings about his family and some interpretation was attempt-
ed on the material i^ich was discussed. The veteran had some guilt
about rejection by his mother and this was dealt with. The last time
the veteran was seen he had been to Harvard Guidance Center and was
thinking of transferring to Harvard or elsewhere. He was helped to
express his desire to go to California and to understand why he wanted
to go. The case is still active and no further information about his
adjustment was available.
Case N
Mr, N, was referred by the field director at the convalescent
hospital from "rtiich he was discharged with an eye infection. He did
not come to the office until his claim was disallowed; then he made a
personal appearance. He had had a hernia operation and an atrophied
testicle as a result and he told about his feelings of Jumpiness, his
stuttering, and realized that he was in a nervous condition. Psychi-
atric care was then discussed. The veteran felt resentful that his
claim had been disallowed. He wanted to have it reviewed and filed a
Power of Attorney at Red Cross so that it could be looked into by the
field director at the Veterans* Administration, He had a drive to get
as much as his friends who were receiving one hundred per cent ratings.
There was a good deal of difficulty getting a report from the Veterans’
Administration and it was finally found that his condition of retini-
tis of the eye, his hernia operation and atrophied testicle were non-
ratable. It was felt that some rating could be given if it could be
shown that his nervousness was related to the atrophied testicle. This
had not been accomplished at the close of this study. The veteran was
worried about his eye condition and wanted referral to the Massachu-
setts E^e and Ear Infirmary which he never carried through. After psy-
chiatric care was discussed rather carefully with him he decided he
should see a psychiatrist but he did not carry through plans to go to
Southard Clinic because his father did not want him to see a psychia-
trist, The veteran was having difficulty adjusting to his family and
to the neighborhood. He felt that he had grown away from his family
while in service and that he had gained many new ideas while his fam-
ily had remained fairly static. His mother treated him as a child and
he was angry about this, A ventilation of his feelings about his fam-
ily and neighborhood helped somewhat. He also discussed his desire to
enter Boston University and his fears of not being accepted because of
his high school marks “nhich were low though he had a good native in-
telligence, This case is still open and no further information is
available at the present time.
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CHAPTER IV
DESCRIPTION OF THE CIAIMANTS STUDIED
Hiis chapter will attempt to describe the claimants irtio were studied.
An atten?)t will be made to describe them as to age, marital status, length
of service, physical condition, employment, education, and so on. The
chapter will also be an analysis of factual material and will reveal some
interesting facts.
The forty-seven cases studied were all veterans who had filed claims
for disability and who had given Power of Attorney^ to Red Cross, Only
one of the veterans was a woman.
There were forty veterans who were white and five were negro. No
statements were made about the color of two of the veterans,
Ag^
The age range of the veterans was from eighteen to forty-seven. Of
those studied the age of eight veterans was unknown. The average age was
30,6, The greatest number of the veterans were twenty-one years of age,
A larger percentage of the men were youngerj the largest grouping was be-
tween twenty-one and twenty-six. Possibly there were more men of this age
who were in service so that the grouping may be a normal one. Also more
of the younger men may have been sent to the coinbat areas and were sent
home after receiving wounds or developing conditions that they would not
1 Power of Attorney means that power which the veteran places in
the hands of Red Cross to help him in his contacts with Veterans’ Adminis-
tration and in getting that con^jensation which is due him because of his
disability.
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ordinarily have developed if they had not been in the combat zone,
TABLE II
AGES OF THE CUIMNTS STUDIED
Ages Number Per Cent
18-20 1 2.12
21-2S 9 19,14
24-26 7 14,89
27-29 3 6.38
30-S2 4 8,51
33-55 2 4.48
36-58 3 6,38
39-41 5 10,63
42-44 3 6.38
45-47 2 4.48
Unknown 8 17,02
Total 47 100,00
Marital Status
There were more single men than married, there being twenty-six single
and twenty-one married veterans. Fewer of the younger men were married
while more of the older men were. In the age group from twenty-one to
twenty-six, there were eleven single men while there were only five who
were married.
Fifteen of the married men were known to be living with their wives.
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Tiro irere known to be separated from their wives and there was no statement
about four of the married men as to their residence.
Most of the single men lived at home with their parents or with rela-
tives, Seventeen lived with their parents. Two lived with a sister and
five lived alone.
Length of Service
The length of time in service ranged from six months to fifty-seven
months. In sixteen instances the length of time in service was unknown.
The largest number of veterans served between thirty and thirty-nine
months; the next largest group served between twenty and twenty-nine
months. Twelve veterans had served between thirty and thirty-nine months,
while only six had served from twenty to twenty-nine months.
TABLE III.
TIME CIAIMANTS SPENT IN SERVICE
Time in Service Nxmiber Per Cent
0-9 3 6,38
10-19 4 8,51
20-29 6 12,76
50-39 12 25,53
40-49 3 6,38
50-59 3 6,38
Iftiknown 16 34,04
Total 47 100,00
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Reason for Discharge
The reason for discharge is unknoifn in t"welve cases* Of the thirty-
five cases irtiere the reason nas known, the largest number of veterans had
medical discharges. There were eighteen veterans who had medical dis-
charges or who had combat wounds before discharge. The next largest group
of discharged veterans was that gro\ap discharged for emotional and mental
disorders.
Dr, Pratt, in “Soldier to Civilian,” points out the size of the groiq)
of neuropsychiatric discharges. Out of 1,500,000 released since war was
declared, forty-five per cent of all medical discharges were neuropsychi-
atric,^ There are two main types of N P discharges: those who break down
during the early stages of war and those who break later in combat,^
Those discharged for emotional and mental disorders were discharged
for a variety of reasons ranging from emotional instability to a severe
psychosis. Three had to be hospitalized either in service or both in serv-
ice and after discharge. Four were discharged because of nervousness and
an inability to adapt to the army routine. One man had a paralysis of the
arm and nervousness and another was luiable to adjust to the men, had stom-
ach difficulties and dizzy spells. One man showed nervousness and inabil-
ity to adjust after being overseas.
Of the ten veterans discharged for nervous disorders, three had been
in service less than one year. The length of time in service was unknown
Z George Pratt, “Soldier to Civilian,” Review by Harry Hansen,
Survey Graphic , December, 1944,
3 Lt, Col, M, J, Farrell, "Plain Truths About N P*s," Rotarian
.
October, 1944, p, 19,
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in four cases. The other two were in service over three years.
Those who were discharged for inadequacy had deserted, had been in
difficulty with military authority, or could not cope with military duties.
There were five such veterans. The remaining two were discharged on
points
,
TABLE IV,
REASONS FOR DISCHARGE OF CIAIHANTS
Type of Discharge Number Per Cent
Medical 13 37,14
Emotional and Mental 10 28,28
After receiving ccanbat wounds 5 14,28
Inadequacy 5 14,28
Points 2 5,71
Total 35 100,00
Table IV does not include the unknown factor and percentages were
found only on the thirty-five veterans where the reason for discharge was
known.
Hospitalization
"While the men were in service many of them were hospitalized at dif-
ferent times for various reasons. There was no information in the records
of thirty of the cases used, but of those seventeen in which there was
some information the largest nuniber were hospitalized for a nervous condi-
tion, Some of the men were hospitalized more than once.
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TABLE V
HOSPITALIZATION IN SERVICE
Reason for Hospitalization Number Per Cent
Nervous condition 7 25.00
Combat wounds 3 12.41
Eye condition 2 8.33
Malaria 2 8.33
Meningitis 2 8.33
A Variety of Coirolaints 2 8,33
Operation 1 4,16
Ulcer 1 4.16
Hernia 1 4.16
Pneumonia 1 4.16
Pulmonary difficulties 1 4.16
Hip condition 1 4.16
Total 24 ioo;oo
Adjustment in Service
In thirty-three cases there were no statements indicating the adjust-
ment in service* Of the fourteen cases in which some statement was made,
five found that their nervous condition interfered with their adjustment,
three were unable to adjust themselves, and three found themselves in dif-
ficulties with authorities, (Table follows.)
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TABLE VI,
SERVICE ADJUSTMENT OF THE CIAIMANTS
Type of Adjustment Number Per Cent
Nervous condition interfering with adjustment 5 35,71
Unable to adjust 3 21,41
Difficulty with authority 3 21,41
Deserted Z 14,28
Good adjustment 1 7,14
Total 14 100,00
Edncation
Out of the forty-seven cases studied there were thirty in which no
mention was made about education either in the past or at the present as
far as record material is concerned, A large number were interested in
some sort of special training but no definite plans had been made. The
same number had not finished high school. Those i»ho had completed high
school had done so before they entered service. The one veteran who had
completed special training had done so before he entered service. Of the
four who had not completed high school there was one who atten?)ted to com-
plete this education after discharge, Ctoe veteran had started business
training before entering service and continued with his training after
discharge, Tlie other veteran started college after discharge, A high per-
centage of the veterans were interested in starting some program of educa-
tion but had not yet started.
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TABLE VII
EDUCATION OF CIAIM&NTS
Amount of Education Number Per Cent
Education completed:
High School 2 11,76
Special Training 1 5,88
Education not completed:
High School 4 23*52
Education in process:
College Training 2 11,76
Training on the Job 1 5,88
Interest in education:
In College 1 5,88
In Special Training 4 23.52
In Vocational Rehabilitation 2 11*76
Total 17 100*00
Employment
Statements were made as to the engjloyment of the veteran either be-
fore he went into service or after his discharge in thirty-six cases*
There were two who did not work before they went into service. In seven
cases the type of work done by the man before he went into service is un-
known, Twenty-seven had worked before entering service and the largest
number of them had done some highly specialized type of work. There were
seven such veterans and they had done the following skilled work: nursing,
hairdressing, show business, machinist work, manager of a motion picture
house, electrician work, and one had done work in vhich a business back-
ground was necessary. Six had done factory work and there were also six
who had done various types of unskilled work* The unskilled work included
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such work as cooking, being a fireman, a longshoreman, a fish cutter, and
a guard at Massachusetts Institute of Technology. One man had held numer-
ous jobs and had made a poor work adjustment before he entered service.
The following table indicates the types of employment engaged in be-
fore entrance into service.
TABLE mi,
EMPLOHi4E2fr BEFORE SERVICE
Type of Work Number Per Cent
Highly specialized work 7 25.92
Factory work 6 22.22
Unskilled work 6 22.22
Work in ship yards 4 14,81
Clerks Z 7,40
Business for self 1 3,70
Railroad enployee 1 3.70
Total 27 100.00
Very little is known about the type of work the men did in service
and their adjustment to the type of work they had to do or urtiether it took
them into combat areas. It would be interesting in doing such a stuc^ as
this to have such information. There were only seven veterans about whom
we know the type of work they did in service. One was a cook but had been
in business for himself when a civilian. One had been a machinist in ci-
vilian life and did the same thing in service. Another became a radio op-
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erator irtiile in service. One of the men did transport duty and one -was
known to be in the infauitry. One man was sent to Dartmouth on the V-12
program.
After the men were discharged it is interesting that there were many
who did not work or at least not immediately. Three were unable to work
because of their physical condition. One had trouble with his eyes and
one with his back while the third could not continue to manage his motion
picture house because of his ears and dizziness resulting. There were
three who were unable to do heavy work because of emotional difficulties
and one because of a pulmonary condition. Of those having emotional dif-
ficulties there was one who was discharged after court-martial and given
a Blue Discharge,—a discharge without honor. There were three who could
not hold jobs for any length of time. They had all made a poor general
adjustment to life before entering service as was shown by their school
records or their employment. One had a low degree of intelligence. One
made a better adjustment when he returned to show business which he had
engaged in before entering service. Six of the veterans were not working
but there was no statement as to the reason for this.
Twenty veterans were enployed. Only two were en^loyed in highly spe-
cialized work and these returned to their former work, that of nurse and
hairdresser. The largest number were employed at unskilled tasks. One
had returned to his job as fireman but the others had taken different jobs
than they had held before entering service. One was employed at a ware-
house, one as a butcher, one as a porter, and the fifth was working at
Eastern Airlines,
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The following table shows the type of work engaged in by veterans
after their discharge,
TA.BLE IX,
EMPLOYMENT AFTER DISCHARGE
Type of Employment Nxunber Per Cent
Unen5)loyed;
No statement as to reason 6 18,18
Unable to do heavy work 4 IE,12
Unable to hold Jobs 3 9,09
Unable to work because of physical condition 3 9,09
Unskilled labor 5 15.15
Work in ship yards 3 9.09
Post Office clerks 3 9.09
Factory work Z 6.06
Cooks Z 6.06
Highly specialized work Z 6.06
Total 33 100.00
There is an extremely high percentage of unemployed. By adding the
percentages for the various tsrpes of unemployment together it was found
that 50,30 per cent of the veterans studied were unemployed. In 18,18 per
cent of the cases no statements were made about the reason for the unem-
ployment, There may not have been enough time elapse after the man was
discharged and the time he was seen by the Red Cross worker for him to
have made the adjustment of going to work. This study might have been
more significant if the man had been discharged for a longer period of
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time before the study Tras made. If it had been six months after discharge
and the man was still unemployed, the facts noted above might have more
significance
,
It is interesting that there were several who were making a poor ad-
justment to employment and that in each case the man had been unable to
make good adjustments before entering service.
Of the twenty who were working after discharge there were twelve who
returned to their old jobs while only three found a different type of
work. Five records did not list the type of pre-war eaployment so it is
not known whether they returned to an old job or whether this work was
something entirely new«
Instead of working there were five of those who were unemployed who
wanted to secure further education. This would indicate an interest on
the part of more veterans to find some type of highly specialized work
which they could do and which would represent a greater degree of security
to them. The fact that so many of the veterans returned to their old jobs
indicates a desire for security also*
Health
There is very little in the records regarding the physical or emotion-
al health of the veterans before they entered service. Men are not ac-
cepted in the armed services if there are outstanding physical difficulties
which would interfere with their ability to adjust to military life*
Only three veterans were felt to have had physical diffic\ilties be-
fore entrance into service* One had weak eyes, one had had treatment for
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hemorrhoids and one man had had heart trouble and there had been a question
of tuberculosis* The man i«ho had heart trouble had also had pains nhich
were thought to be neurotic and he had other neurotic synQjtoms especially
at the time of his life when he was finishing school. There were three
others who had had neurotic or personality difficulties before entering
service. One man had been at the State Hospital for a time although he
had been discharged over a period of years before his induction. One of
the veterans had always been stubborn and difficult to deal with. He
could not stand teasing and he would run away from home a great deal. The
third veteran had a history of never adjusting well. He left school at
the age of fourteen and was always known before that time as a poor stu-
dent, He caused much trouble in school and he had a long court record.
He had fought with police, was a liar, quarrelsome, disagreeable, argumen-
tative, and assaultive. He resisted authority and had few friends. At
one time he was sent to the Reformatory,
Physical conditions which developed in service may be divided into
two groups. There are those cases in which the condition is a direct re-
sult of combat or duty they had seen and there is the second gro\:p which
includes various physical conditions irtiich developed while the man was in
service though not necessarily idiile in combat.
The first group includes wounds of the head, of the feet and legs,
and the shoulder. Two men were wounded in the leg and one man developed
trench foot. One man had knee and leg wounds in addition to head wounds.
Of the five who received head wounds, one man had injured his dentures,
two had inpaired hearing, one had headaches resulting from the head wounds.
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and the fifth had a partially paralyzed side due to an injury to the brain.
There were nine men who received combat injuries. The following table in-
dicates the combat injuries received. One man received two injuries, thus
making duplication in the table.
UBJZ 1
COMBAT INJURIES
Type of Injury Number Per Cent
Head S 50,00
Leg 3 30,00
Foot 1 10,00
Shoulder 1 10,00
Total 10 100,00
Twenty-seven men developed physical conditions needing treatment
while they were in service. They may have had some sickness or developed
some trouble such as stomach trouble or a condition they had prior to en-
tering service may have been aggravated, Ifeiny of the men developed more
than one condition. More veterans had developed stomach trouble than any
other single condition. There were five who had stomach trouble. Three
developed a hernia and three had physical conditions they had before enter-
ing service aggravated. One had had a heart condition, one a running ear,
and the third a broken hip. Two veterans had developed somatic co^^)laints
and these were paralysis of the arm and rectal pains so that he thought he
had a tumor. Following is a table indicating the various conditions which
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developed -while men were in service. These conditions may or may not have
been serious enough for discharge. Many of the men had more than one con-
dition so there is duplication in the table below.
TABI£ XI,
PHISICAL CONDITIONS DEVELOPED IN SERVICE
Types of Physical Condition Developed Nuinber Per Cent
Stomach trouble 5 14,28
Hernia 3 8,57
Conditions aggravated by service 3 8,57
Eye trouble Z 5.71
Somatic complaints Z 5,71
Malaria z 5.71
Asthma z 5,71
Meningitis z 5.71
Skin condition z 5.71
Pneumonia z 5,71
Malignant testicle z 5.71
Broken arm 1 2,85
Heart trouble 1 2,85
Tropical ulcers 1 2.85
Arthritis 1 2,85
Sinus 1 2.85
Foot condition 1 2.85
Varicose veins 1 2.85
Hemorrhoids 1 2,85
Total 35 100.00
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Seven of those having physical complaints were felt to have had
these conditions develop partly because of their emotional and mental con-
dition, Two of those having stomach conplaints were found to be nervous
and it was stated that their stomach con^jlaints were probably tied up with
their emotional condition. The two who had heart conditions were also
nervous and the heart condition was felt to have developed as a result of
this. The man who thought he had a tumor also presented nervous symptoms
and it was found that he actually did not have a tumor but his pains were
a result of his emotional condition. The veteran who had glaucoma of his
eyes had headaches and presented nervous symptoms so that it was difficult
to determine how much of his condition was due to physical conditions and
how much was due to the emotional condition of the man. The veteran with
paralysis of the arm was felt to be emotionally upset.
Two veterans who had physical con?>laints also had emotional and
mental difficulties. One was hospitalized for Psychosis while in the hos-
pital and one presented nervous syn?5toms.
The nurse did not have any injuries or serious conditions develop
irtiile she was in seivice.
One veteran had made a poor adjustment while he was in service.
He had deserted, had been a homosexual, and during the time in service
developed syphilis. It was felt that his nervous condition was the im-
portant factor and that the physical condition was incurred as a result
of his emotional difficulties.
In addition to those men who had physical difficulties while in
service there were nine men idio developed emotional and mental difficul-
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ties. One iras hospitalized for psychosis. One developed a restlessness,
anxiety and tenseness after service in a combat area overseas. One man
stayed in service only a short time and could not adjust to the routine
because of his dizzy spells, headaches, fatigue and other coirplaints.
Two found themselves in difficulty with authority and were diagnosed,
while in service, as having psychopathic personalities. One was felt to
be inadequate and to have a psychopathic inferiority while the other had
chronic alcoholism. The youngest man in the stud^ was discharged because
he could not miy with others, was sensitive, introspective, and lacked
COTifidence, The remaining two had indications of nervousness while they
were in service but there were no statements as to symptoms shown.
After the men were discharged six of the nine having suffered combat
injuries continued to have difficulties due to their injuries. Three did
I
not seem to be having difficulties. Of the six who were still having some
trouble there were four who developed nervous synQjtoms,
Of the twenty-seven men who had developed a physical conditions "vdiile
in service, there were six who showed no indication of having continued
difficulty. There were seventeen who were continuing to have the same
I trouble and one of these men was having difficulty in another area as
well. Of those seven whose physical complaints were tied up with the
nervous disorder, all continued to have the same coH5>laints, There were
three who had additional con^laints and there were three men irtio had not
suffered from nervous disorders in addition to their physical symptoms un-
til their discharge.
Those having only the emotional or mental disorders continued to have
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difficulty idth the exception of one. The roan who had been hospitalized
had to be returned to a hospital, ihe man who drank continued to drink,
the same nervous symptoms continued and in addition the men found diffi-
culty holding jobs, finding a congenial social life, and so on. The per-
son who was considered inadequate made many demands about review of his
discharge, getting hospitalization, having help with his claim, and in
many other areas.
Family
The home is the focal point of much of the activity of the veterans.
It was from the family circle that many of the men were inducted and it is
to the home that they will in many instances return. From the home they
will carry on future workj the home determines how they will work, what
they will think, how they will vote, and so on. If happy adjustments can
be made at the family level, happiness Trill flow throu^ the affairs of
the country. If the family fails, it will be almost inpossible for indus-
try and government to succeed,^
It has already been found that most of the single men lived at home
with their parents or relatives. Only two of the married men were sepa-
rated from their wives,
^
In this study there irere no statements made in many of the cases as
to family relationships. Of the seventeen cases in Trtiich some mention was
4 Coleman Griffith, ”The Psychological Adjustments of Returning
Servicemen and Their Families,” Journal of Home Economics, September, 1S44
pp, 385-389,
5 Supra,, p, 17
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made in the record about the family, there iras not always enough informa-
tion to determine what the adjustment of the veteran to his family was.
There are two groups of adjustments, those made between husband and wife
and the adjustments in the relationships between veteran and his parents.
Only one veteran was an only child and felt lonely because he had no fam-
ily.
In considering the first group, that of adjustments to the wives, we
find that there are five instances of statements being made about the
wives. One man had a wife who was a beautician and she worked while be
stayed at home and worried about his physical complaints. One veteran had
been married twice but there was no indication of difficulty in getting
along with the present wife. There was friction and poor cooperation be-
tween husband and wife in two cases. The fifth had been separated from
his wife for six years and had lived with a common law wife in another
state during the interim. Now that they had decided to live together
again there was some difficulty on the part of each in understanding and
getting along with the other.
In the second group we found that there was a good relationship be-
tween one of the veterans and his family and that there was a good under-
standing on the part of the family as to the veteran's needs. In three
cases there was a description of some part of the family situation. One
of the veterans had a father who was in need of financial assistance after
his discharge and return to the hospital. One of the veterans had an
asthmatic father who was not dependable. He also had a mother who leaned
heavily on him and expected him to assist with finances. The third veter-
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an had a mother -who had been a school teacher -while his fa-bher had been
only a shoecut-ter and poor economically, although he presented a good ap-
pearance and -was dominating. In -two cases there had been friction in the
home. One of these men had been an only child whose parents separated
when he was eight years of age and he spent part of his life with one par-
ent and part -with the other. He had many difficulties, especially with
the s-tep-father.
It is in-teresting that in each case, except in the instance where a
good relationship was seen between the veteran and hie parents, there were
nervous syn^j-toms manifes-ted. In one case there had also been difficulties
with authority while the man -was in service -which led -to his discharge.
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CHAPTER V.
SERVICES GIVEN TO CIAIMANTS
The discussion of services to veterans by the Boston Chapter of the
American Red Cross will include a consideration of any contacts which may
have been made by the family of the serviceman, any contacts by the man
himself, or any requests made by the field director for information about
the serviceman. The study will show who made the referral after the man
was discharged and what the reasons were for referral, A study of the re-
quests for service made by the veteran and a conparison with the services
given will be made.
In this chapter the writer will attempt to show what services were
needed in connection with the claim and what further services were request-
ed by the veteran or were given to him*
Previous Contacts
In fourteen of the cases a contact had been made with the agency
prior to the discharge of the man. In five cases telegrams were sent to
the field director at the man*s post in an attenpt to get the man home be-
cause of some emergency. Field directors requested information on four of
the men and Red Cross was asked to contact the family. In three cases
wives needed financial help or help in getting the allotment through after
the man entered service. The field director wired us about the physical
condition of one man after he had been given an operation, A great deal
of assistance was given in one case in helping the mother accept the fact
that the serviceman had to be in disciplinary barracks and when the man
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was at home he was assisted in numerous ways. His wife was hospitalized
for tuberculosis and assistance was given her. Their child needed to be
legitimatized and cared for in the absence of the mother and we assisted
in both respects. In one of the preceding cases we not only sent a social
history but also secured information for the family about the man*s phys-
ical condition after his return from overseas.
Referral
The largest nuntoer of men were referred directly by the field direc-
tor and we later contacted the men through our letters. This happened in
twenty-five cases. There were also eighteen men not contacted by letter
who came to the office requesting assistance. In the case of one of the
personal referrals the referral had been made by the field director and
the man had not responded to our offer of assistance until his claim was
disallowed. One man was referred through his wife and one by his mother.
Of the twenty-seven referrals by field directors there vrere eighteen
who were referred by the field director at the station from which they
were discharged. There were four who were referred for the first time by
the field director at the Veterans’ Administration in Boston, Also there
were five cases where the man was referred by the field director at the
station from which he was discharged and the Veterans’ Administration, In
each of these five cases the man was not seen until after the second re-
ferral by the Veterans’ Administration,
Of those who applied in person there were six who needed financial
assistance. Three came because the claim was disallowed and they wanted
to appeal the decision. One of these three also wanted assistance in se-»
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ctiring employment. Seven came to the office to file a claim. One came
to have his claim followed and find out about it. The last came to appeal
a Blue Discharge and ask about filing a claim.
The man who was referred by his wife needed help in filing Power of
Attorney with Red Cross in connection with his claim. The man idio was re-
ferred by his mother needed help in discussing enployment and in filing a
claim.
Two of the men referred by the Veterans’ Administration were referred
because their claim had been adjudicated and the Veterans* Administration
wanted to know whether they were satisfied,^ One was referred because of
a physical examination which was pending. And the last was referred be-
cause he needed to file a marriage and birth certificate with the Veterans*
Administration, Those referred secondarily by the Veterans* Administration
were referred because their claim had been adjudicated and the Veterans*
Administration always notifies Red Cross about those men -viho have given
Power of Attorney to Red Cross, One man wrote the Veterans* Administra-
tion that he no longer needed con5)ensation so Red Cross was asked to make
a home visit. There were twenty-five men who were referred by field direc-
tors at their station of discharge who were referred because they had been
discharged. Some of the men had filed a claim and Red Cross was notified
of this. In three instances the field director indicated that there were
special problems such as nervousness or need for help with medical or
school plans. One man had not filed a claim at discharge and one man was
discharged to Bedford Veterans* Hospital,
1 Veterans' Administration always notifies Red Cross after the
claim has been adjudicated.
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Services Requested by the Veteran
This study -wras made on forty-seven veterans and many of them made
more than one request for service or requested several services at the
same time. The requests were classified by the worker into fourteen dif-
ferent types. The largest number of requests were made in connection with
having the claim followed to facilitate adjudication or to find out Tshat
the status was. There were nineteen such requests, A large group wanted
information about getting physical care either at a veterans* hospital or
at a hospital in the community. Sometimes there were difficulties in-
volved in getting care at the veterans* hospital if the claim had not been
adjudicated or if the medical history had not been sent to the hospital.
Also there were sometimes difficulties found in helping a veteran secure
physical care at one of the community hospitals since they were veterans
and were eligible for care at veterans* hospitals. There were thirteen
requests for information about or assistance in obtaining physical care.
Ten veterans requested assistance in filing claims and eight veterans de-
sired help in filing an appeal because -Oiey were dissatisfied with the de-
cision made by the Veterans* Administration regarding their claim. There
were ten who discussed vocational plans and nine who required financial
assistance. Seven veterans needed help in discussing their emotional or
nervous condition and possibly securing psychiatric care. There were also
seven who discussed employment. Six veterans had difficulty in getting
their mustering-out-pay and assistance was requested in this area. Two
veterans were dissatisfied with their discharge and asked for Red Cross
assistance in getting the discharge reviewed. In six cases no request was
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made hy the veteran himself but instead the request for service was made
by the Veterans’ Administration or by relatives. There was a single re-
quest made for the following services: help in filing a supplemental
claim, help in sectiring a loan, help in finding lodging, and help in dif-
ficult situations with the landlord.
The following table indicates the services requested by the veterans
and by others for the veterans. There is much duplication in requests for
service
,
TABI£ XII
SERVICES REQUESTED BT VETERANS AND RELATIVES
Services Requested Number Per Cent
By the Veteran:
Following the claim 19 19.00
Getting physical care 13 13,00
Filing the claim 10 10,00
Vocational plans 10 10.00
Financial assistance 9 9.00
Assistance with the appeal 8 8.00
Emotional problems 7 7.00
Employment 7 7,00
Mustering-out-pay 6 6.00
Review of discharge Z 2,00
Lodging 1 1,00
Difficulties with landlord 1 1.00
Securing a loan 1 1.00
By the Veterans’ Administration:
Information 3 3,00
Discussion of vocational plans 1 1.00
^ Relatives:
Discussion of vocational plans 1 1.00
By Mother Regarding Her Son: 1 1.00
Total 100 100,00
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Services Given
In each case those services i»hich were requested were given to the
veteran. In twenty-one cases only those services which -were requested
were given, while in eighteen cases the case worker saw that the veteran
needed more services than he requested and gave further services to him.
In these eighteen cases the worker saw deeper problems such as those con-
nected with family or marital problems or realized that the man needed
psychiatric care. She helped the veteran express himself and gave him
help in these areas of need. In the twenty-one cases the man asked for
I certain specific services and the worker only gave him help in those things
vihich he brought up and asked for help with. If the man asked for help in
I
filing a claim there was very seldom any further assistance given than with
the claim.
In two cases there seemed to the writer to be a need for further serv-
ice shown but the veteran was not helped. The first case was that of a
I
veteran who asked for help in vocational planning and the worker did very
little work with the man but referred him to the Veterans* Administration,
The other case was of a veteran litio showed that he had been in need of
services because of the information secured in the follow-up study but he
did not request services by telephone and the case was not followed by the
worker.
In two cases it vras impossible to give service to the man after a cer-
tain point because the man was institutionalized. In CMie instance Red
Cross helped in accordance with the parents’ request but the worker was un-
able to secure much cooperation on the part of the boy or the parents in
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carrying out the request. Three veterans -rrere helped in accordance irith
the request made by the Veterans’ Administration,
TdBLE XIII.
SERVICES GIVEN TO VETERANS
Services Given Number Per Cent
Service given as reques-ted 21 44,70
More service given than that requested 18 38,29
Further service indicated but not given 2 4,25
Service terminated because client institutionalized 2 4,25
Help given at the request of parents 1 2,12
Help given as reques-ted by Veterans' Administration 3 6,38
Total 47 100.00
Veterans were helped further in the area of the original request by
having assistance in -working through their feelings about the claim, the
appeal, and especially working out their feelings about physical and emo-
tional care. Numerous cases were seen where family troubles interfered
with the adjustment of the veterans and the Red Cross worker helped in
working out some adjustment. School plans and en?>loyment possibilities
were discussed even when the veteran did not request this assistance orig-
inally, Feelings which the veteran had about the army or the Veterans*
Administration were worked through.
In the eighteen cases where further service -was given there were
eight -who were helped in connection with their claim more than they re-
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qtiested. Of these eight there -were four who were helped with other prob-
lems in addition to their requests. There were ten who were helped with
other problems because these were noted by the case worker.
TABIE XIV,
TYPES OF PROBLEMS WHERE SERVICES WERE GIVEN
OTHER THAN THOSE REQUESTED
Types of Problems Where Further Service Given Number Per Cent
Emotional 11 29,72
Physical 8 24,51
Family 7 18,91
School 7 18,91
Employment 2 5,67
Feelings about VA, Army, etc. 2 5,67
Total 37 100,00
Most veterans having emotional problems did not bring up that diffi-
culty first but waited until the case worker was helping in sonre other
area. Then they brought it out or the difficulty was obvious to the case
worker. Taking the group as a whole there were, out of eighteen cases,
61 per cent who did not bring up emotional problems immediately. Of the
forty-seven cases, 23 per cent did not bring up their emotional problems
until assisted in other areas. There were seven veterans who requested as-
sistance in this area •Jrtiile there were eleven, in addition, who were found
to have emotional difficulties and were helped.
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The sitTiation was somewhat different in the area of physical care for
there were thirteen who requested physical care while there were only
eight who were later found to be in need of it,
•
*
None of the veterans brought family problems until they had been
assisted in some other way, yet there were seven who were having difficul-
ties with their families.
Veterans felt freer to discuss vocational and employment plans and to
bring up need for physical care idiile they appeared to be afraid to ac-
knowledge their emotional distiirbances.
Most Important Services
The importance of service was determined by the writer on the basis
of the meaning it had to the veteran, the amount of work done, or the
length of time the worker worked in a specific area with a client. It has
been found that the service which was most in^jortant to the veteran was
not always the one originally requested.
Filing the Claim;—There were eight veterans who iriginally requested
help in filing the claim and this service was the most outstanding service
given. Only a few other services were given. One of the eight wanted
help in getting further evidence on his claim, one wanted to have his
claim followed after it was filed, and one needed several other services.
Following the Claim;—The largest number of veterans were helped by
having their claim followed. There were twelve who were given more service
in that area than in any other. The original request was made by eight
veterans for this service. The original request was different in three
cases and no request was made in one case. Further services than those re-
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quested were given to ten veterans.
Appealing the Claim t—Seven veterans were assisted more in making an
appeal on their claim than they were assisted in other matters. Three
made the request for this service originally idiile four asked for some
other type of service. Five men were helped in other areas also,
Tgm^tional Problems :—Of the seven cases where the greatest service to
the veteran was in helping him with his emotional problems, there was only
one veteran who asked for this help in making his original request, A
different type of service was requested at first and the emotional problems
were worked with later in the contact. Other services than help with the
emotional problems were given in each instance. This helps to indicate
that veterans find it more difficult to discuss their emotional problems
than other problems which they have.
Physical Care :—There were four veterans who were given more help in
getting physical care than with any other type of service. All four re-
quested this help in the beginning and further services were given in addi-
tion to this help in all cases.
Vocational Guidance t—'While the men seemed free to discuss their vo-
cational plans, this service did not appear to be as in?jortant to the vet-
erans as other services which were available. There were two men who were
given more assistance in this area than in any other and both men were re-
ferred by someone else for help with vocational planning. One was referred
by Veterans’ Administration and the other by his family. Very little was
accon5>lished in either case.
Financial Assistance : Only two of the veterans found that financial
.
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assistance was their greatest need. Both requested financial assistance
originally and both were given further service as well.
Information for the Veterars * Admlnistrationt—The VA asked Red Cross
to assist two veterans in particular ways and in these two cases there was
no other service given to the man because none was requested.
Adjustment s—The one veteran who was helped more in the work-
ing out of a marital adjustment did not ask for this assistance at first
but asked for physical care. Other services were also given this man.
Family Problems t—There was only one veteran who was helped most with
his family problems. He originally requested financial assistance and he
was given service in several areas.
No Service : In only one case was there no request made for service
and no service was given except by letter and telephone conversation.
TABLE XV.
MOST IMPORTANT SERVICES GIVEN
Type of Service Number
Original
Reauest
Further Service
Given
Filing the Claim 8 8 2
Following the Claim 12 8 10
Appealing the Claiifi 7 3 5
Emotional Problems 7 1 7
Physical Problems 4 4 4
Vocational Guidance 2 2
Financial Assistance 2 2 2
Marital Adjusianent 1 1
Family Problems 1 1
MiscellaneoTiis 5 Requested by the Vet-
erans’ Administration
Total 47 26 34
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Intensity of Service and Length of Contact
The forty-seven cases were divided into three groups as regards in-
tensity of service. There were those where intensive service was given,
those where the services were superficial and in one case no service was
given. Intensive service was considered by the writer as that type of
service which was given when the worker was able to work with the feelings
and attitudes of the client and when service was given in many areas to
the same client. The writer considered that service was superficial when
service was given only in connection with filing a claim or some other
service was given but the worker did not go into the area of feelings and
attitudes of the client. The agency does not classify its cases into in-
tensive and superficial but this is a system devised by the writer and is
subjective
,
The largest number of veterans were considered to have been given
superficial service only. There were thirty such veterans while there
were sixteen who were given intensive service. In fifteen of the cases
where superficial service was given the man did not return for further
service and in some of these cases he had moved or it was in?>ossible to
locate him. In seven of the cases the worker felt there was no further
service indicated. In the remaining eight cases the case was still active
or it was closed upon referral to another agency.
The veteran who did not request service and was given no service was
given an opportunity to return for further service and the case was held
open for six months.
There were many intensive cases which were still open in February,
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1946, There were seven still active, while nine were closed. These cases
were open over a longer period of time than those where superficial service
was given. Of the nine cases which were closed there were two who moved
ayiay while there were seven i»ho singly did not return for further service,
mBIE XVI,
lENGTH OF RED CROSS CONTACT IN RELATION TO THE SERVICES GIVEN
Length
of Contact
(months)
Sunerficial Service
None
Intensi-ve Service
Number
Active
Number
Closed
Number
Active
Number
Closed
0-4 2 13 2 1
5-9 1 10 1 2 2
10-14 3 2 3
15-19 1 2
20-24
25-29 1
30-54 1
Total 3 27 1 7 9
Services Directly Connected With the Claim
All the veterans studied filed for claims and they all filed because
of conditions which had developed in service which have been previously
o
discussed. Many of the men filed claims for small illnesses which they
had idiile in service and small scars -which they had not had before they
went into service.
Some of the men filed claims -when they were discharged and some -wai-ted
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^lntil after their discharge and did this in the comnunity. There were
twenty-four who filed the claim at discharge. Eleven did so before our
contact but where this was filed is unknown. There were ten v;ho filed
claims at the Red Cross office and these were sent to the Veterans’ Admin-
istration directly from the worker. Two others filed claims after dis-
charge, One filed at the Veterans' Administration and it is not known
where the other filed his claim. The following table shows that most vet-
erans filed a claim either when discharged or before contacting Red Cross,
TABLE XVII,
TIME OF FILING THE CIAIM
When Claim Was Filed Number Per Cent
At time of discharge 24 51,06
Before Red Cross contact 11 23.40
After discharge;
At Red Cross office 10 21,27
At Veterans* Administration 1 2.12
Unknown 1 2.12
Total 47 ioo;oo
Of those who filed their claim at the time they were discharged there
were five whose claims had not been adjudicated. In two of these cases
there had been a delay because the claim went to the regional office in-
stead of the area office at the Veterans* Administration, There were three
who were satisfied with the coDpensation they were receiving. It did not
seem to matter to two veterans that their claims were disallowed.
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The claim had been adjudicated in fourteen cases and one of these had
been disallowed. Workers did not know how the men felt about their claim
in four of these cases. There were ten who were dissatisfied with the ad-
judication, Six men were dissatisfied with the amount they were getting
or the fact that their condition was considered aggravated by service.
One man could get no further evidence to submit to the Veterans* Adminis-
tration, One considered appealing but had not done so at the close of the
study. Four men appealed the decision. Two of these four did so through
Red Cross and two did so by themselves and gave Power of Attorney to the
American Legion but were not adequately assisted by the American legion
and returned to Red Cross for further assistance. The decisions about the
appeals had not returned at the close of the study.
There were four who were dissatisfied with the adjudication for other
reasons. One man did not like waiting for the claim to be adjudicated.
Three were dissatisfied because the claim was disallowed. Of these three,
one had the claim reviewed and was given a 10 per cent rating, one ap-
pealed the claim himself and it was again disallowed, and Red Cross assist-
ed the third in an atterapt to show ttiat the man*s nervousness was connected
with his physical condition. This man felt he should be getting 100 per
cent as were some of his friends but the decision has not yet been made.
In each of the fourteen cases there was a referral by the field direc-
tor and Red Cross contacted the men offering services,
"Where those men who filed claims before their contact with Red Cross
did so is unknown. It may have been at the Veterans* Administration, Of
the eleven cases there were seven who made a personal application for
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service and four ifere referred by the Veterans* Administration. The claim
had been adjudicated before they were known to us in eight cases and the
conpensation had been terminated in one case before contact.
Of the four who were referred by the Veterans * Administration one man
was satisfied with 30 per cent which he was receiving for ulcers, one was
satisfied with the amount as far as it went but he was having difficulty
with his back and wanted more than 50 per cent which he was receiving for
varicose veins, one was angry at the treatment he received in the army
which caused him to need to file a claim for his feet, and it is not known
whether the fourth man was satisfied or not with his 10 per cent rating.
There were seven men who made personal application for assistance.
One man had not received any condensation and needed financial assistance,
one had his claim disallowed but did not require service in appealing, and
four were dissatisfied either with the amount or because the claim was dis-
allowed or the compensation terminated. Delays were involved in the ad-
judication of three of the claims. There was difficulty in getting affa-
davits to submit in one case and one man had some difficulty because the
compensation was terminated. Two of the men considered appealing the de-
cision and two others actually did make an appeal, one because of the
amount he was receiving and the other because his compensation was termi-
nated and he was still in need of the money.
There were twelve who filed claims after discharge. The man vho
filed his claim at the Veterans* Administration was dissatisfied with 10
per cent for psychoneurosis and he appealed the decision. The same deci-
sion was made and he appealed again and at this time he was allowed 20 per
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cent. The man irtio filed, but we do not know Tshere, has not yet had his
claim ad^Judicated.
Of the ten who filed claims at the Red Cross office there were eight
men who made personal applications at the office for this assistance. The
mother of one of the men referred him for this assistance and the field
director asked that we contact one man and assist him in filing a claim.
The man vhose mother referred him received a 10 per cent rating for acne
and psychoneurosis and there seemed to be no difficolties or dissatisfac-
tions regarding his claim. The man who was referred by the field director
was helped to file the claim and he made many demands upon the workers to
see what could be found out about the status of his claim. The claim was
finally denied because it was felt that he had a constitutional psycho-
pathic inferiority and this was not a service connected disability. Of
those who personally came to the office there are five cases where the
claim has not yet been adjudicated. Of the three cases where the claim
has been adjudicated, one man was given 10 per cent for gastric neurosis,
one was given 20 per cent for a foot and skin condition, and one claim was
denied. The men seemed to be satisfied with these ratings, and no appeals
were made. On the basis of the few cases i^ich have been adjudicated it
would seem that those men who file their claims at the Red Cross office
are more satisfied with the ratings than those who filed their claims else-
where, It may be that they were less interested in having the compensa-
tion and for this reason did not file the claim at the time of discharge.
It may be that more work is done to help them accept the possibility of a
denial at the time they make out the necessary forms or they may continue
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contact with the Red Cross worker during the period before adjudication
and in this way work out their feelings about the claim all along so that
they are able to accept whatever decision is made.
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CHAPTER VI.
COOPERATION WITH OTHER AGENCIES
It is prdjably because the study is limited to those veterans who
filed claims for disability that the Veterans’ Administration was contact-
ed in nearly all cases. Only four cases of the forty-seven studied did
not require contact with the Veterans' Administration. In twenty of the
forty-three cases where some contact was made, the only agency contacted
was the Veterans' Administration. It may have been only a letter enclos-
ing the forms which the veterans wished to file or it may have been a
longer contact. In most cases there was only a short contact though in a
few cases, especially the intensive cases, the Veterans' Administration
was contacted many times to see what the status of the claim was or what
could be done in the way of an appeal
A large number of hospitals, both Veterans' Hospitals and community
hospitals were contacted, A few referrals were made for psychiatric care
at a hospital or clinic. There were two occasions when a naval hospital
was contacted.
Three cases were referred to Family Society, two cases were known to
the Department of Public Welfare, and three cases were advised about the
Harvard Guidance Center, Two persons were helped to secure Soldiers' Re-
lief, All other agency contacts were regarding one person. They included
the Division of Child Guardianship, the United States Employment Service,
Surplus Commodities, Industrial Aid, the Toung Mens* Christian Union, and
the Cambridge Chapter of American Red Cross,
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On the Tihole the contacts with these agencies were brief. It was
necesaary to secure histories for the clinics when psychiatric care was
being considered and further contacts were made with the social worker or
the psychiatrist later if treatanent was carried out. These contacts were
long and in some of the cases there was excellent cooperation between the
agencies while in others the opposite was true. An intensive piece of
work was done by one of the medical social workers at Massachusetts Gen-
eral Hospital in close cooperation with Red Cross in an attempt to help
one veteran work out an adjustment at home and decide upon a very necessary
operation.
The following Table indicates the agencies where contacts were made
by Red Cross regarding the cases under study,
TABIE XVIII.
OTHER AGENCIES COOPERATING WITH RED CROSS
Agencies Number Times Contacted Per Cent
Veterans* Administration 43 52.43
Veterans’ Hospitals 6 7.31
Naval Hospitals 2 2.43
Community Hospitals 7 8.53
Soldiers* Home 1 1,21
Psychiatry Clinic 4 4.87
Southard Clinic 3 3,67
Family Society 3 3.67
Harvard Guidance Center 3 3,67
Soldiers* Relief 2 2.43
Department of Public Welfare 2 2.45
Others^ 6 7.51
Total 82 100.000
1 Others includes Cambridge Red Cross, Division of Child Guardian-
ship, Young Mens’ Christian Union, the United States Enployment Service,
Surplus Commodities, and Industrial Aid,
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CHAPTER VII
ADJUSTMENT OF THE VETERANS
In order to determine the adjustments of the veterans to civilian
life it is necessary to know what attitudes are expressed by the veterans
and That feelings there are regarding the claim and regarding other prob-
lems
.
On the basis of his attitudes and feelings as well as his work ad-
justment, his relationships with his family and others in the community,
his health and such, it is possible to decide what sort of general adjust-
ment he has made.
Attitudes
In the records the workers had made statements about the sort of at-
titudes expressed by the veterans in connection with certain situations.
In the follow-up study it was possible to note these same attitudes or
other attitudes expressed by the veterans at that time.
The veterans expressed themselves both in their feelings about the
claim and about other things. In the case records there were many indica-
tions of dissatisfaction, anxiety, fear, and so on about many problems.
In the follow-up study the expressions were largely concerned with the
claim.
Any attitudes which the veterans may have had about the claim or about
other matters were not indicated in the records in five cases, A variety
of expressions about the claim were shown in thirty-eight cases and in
four cases there was no particular feeling about the claim, but, instead
there was an expression of feeling about other problems.
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Dissatisfaction about the claim -was expressed more than any other at-
titude. There were five who felt dissatisfied with the claim and had no
other problems. Six others were not only dissatisfied with the claim but
also with other things. Attitudes of resentment, aggression, hostility,
and irritation were shomi by these six veterans.
Two veterans showed satisfaction in all areas and there were five oth-
ers idio showed satisfaction about the claim and also showed acceptance of
their total situation. One of these was described as being quite passive
I
also,
Fotir veterans showed only passivity concerning their claim and three
others d:iowed passivity and acceptance. One of the three showed resent-
ment about his general situation. Three veterans showed only acceptance
and no other feelings. It is interesting that there were so many who
seemed satisfied and accepting of their general situation. While there may
have been feelings of dissatisfaction, these feelings were not expressed
either in connection with the claim or anything else.
There were several who showed some anxiety however, Fo\ir veterans had
only the feeling of anxiety about their claim and two others showed fear,
hostility, discouragement, and aggression.
Only one person seemed disinterested in his claim, one showed hostil-
ity to a large degree, one showed aggression, and one was resentful.
From the recorded material it was possible to see that those veterans
who showed feelings about the claim tended to be expressive about their
other problems i Those who had neurotic complaints showed stronger atti-
tudes about their total situation in comparison to the attitudes they ex-
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pressed about the claim. They were able to express hostility, resentment,
anxiety, or discouragement in connection with their dissatisfactions or
anxieties about the claim. If a veteran were satisfied with the claim he
had very few difficulties in other natters, but if he were having difficul-
ties with his claim he was usually having difficulties in other areas. The
following table indicates the number of veterans who had difficulties with
the claim in other areas,
-
TABI£ XIX,
AMOUNT OF DIFFICULTY WITH THE CIAIM AND OTHER PROBLEMS
Type of Difficulty Nuniber Per Cent
Difficulty with the claim and in other areas ZZ 46,80
No difficulty with the claim and none in other areas 11 23,40
Difficulty with the claim only 3 6,38
Difficulty in other areas only 3 6,38
No difficulty with claim but difficulty in other areas Z 4,27
Not determined 5 10,65
Total 47 100,00
This would tend to indicate that veterans who were having difficulties
with their claims were having difficulties in other areas. Since those who
are generally well adjusted in life have few difficulties it could be stat-
ed that those who were having difficulty vrith their claim were not well ad-
justed.
According to the material in the records varying degrees of adjustment
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irere seen* In considering the general adjustment of the veteran it is
necessary to consider many factors and it is a difficult type of thing to
judge because of the subjective nature of the evaluation* Successful ad-
justment -was considered that of good adj\istment in the family, on the job,
I
in the neighborhood, at school, physically, emotionally, and socially as
Trell as in connection inrith the claim* From the material contained in the
records there were sixteen cases -where the veterans might be considered to
be inalHng a fairly good adjustment to civilian life* These men had made a
successful adjustment prior to going into service, while they were in serv-
ice, and were continuing to be successful*
The adjustment of seven-teen of the men was doubtful either because
there were difficult nervous, emotional, physical, or family problems which
could not be trea-ted adequa-bely or the ve-berans were seen to have milder
problems but did not return for further service* In nine cases there was
•too little information about the ve-beran -bo determine the adjustment*
There were fi-ve -who were making an unsuccessful adjustment
^
TABIE XX*
GENERAL ADJUSTMENT OF CIAIMANTS (records)
Type of Adjustment Number Per Cent
Doubtful 17 36,17
Successful 16 34*02
Not de-termined 9 19*48
Unsuccessful 5 10*63
Total 47 100*00
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In an attenpt to show the attitudes of the veterans at the present
time and their general adjustment, a follow-up study was done on those vet-
erans Tho could be seen.
Follow-up Study
In doing the follow-up stud^ it was impossible to see certain of
the veterans. Three had moved away from Boston and could not be located,
five could not be located by the Red Cross worker before the case was
closed so no atteupt was made to contact the veteran, two were in institu-
tions and it was inadvisable to see two of the veterans, one because the
case had been referred to another agency recently and the other because
the man had become too dependent upon and too demanding of Red Cross,
Some of the veterans were contacted by telephone and some by a
visit to their home. Attempts were made to make a home visit in twenty-
three cases. Twelve of the men vrere visited, five were reached by tele-
phone, five could not be located and one refused to cooperate. Twelve
cases were still active and the case was followed through the worker or by
reading record material entered after December, 1945,
A successful adjustment was being made in six cases of those fol-
lowed and this was based on their adjustn^nts in the several areas de-
scribed above. Three veterans were making a fair adjustment after dis-
charge from service. They were not able to work full time partly because
of their physical condition and partly because of the job situation and
they were having quite a bit of difficulty with some situation. Although
one of the men was happily married he was unable to continue to work on
certain jobs because of in5)aired hearing and he was having some difficulty
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•with his claim and was not getting as much compensation as he felt he
should. The -third in this group was also having difficulty getting com-
pensation but he could not •work and -was in need of financial assistance.
There were four veterans who were iisproving in their ability -to
adjust. They -were all having difficulty with employment. Two were dis-
satisfied with the condensation they were getting on their claim and two
others were having difficul-ty getting along with their families and the
neighborhood. All four had been having a more difficult time prior to the
follow-id study so that it was felt that their adjustment -was not a poor
one but nei'ther •was it considered a successful one,
A large number were making a poor adjustment. Eight of them -were
having difficulties in some area and they were not making any attenopt to
improve the situation. One veteran had his fiancee and his mother tele-
phone asking that the visit not be made and the mother brought out the fact
that he had many problems. Two were having as much difficulty -with their
stomachs as before. They were irri'tated -vTith their employment and were up-
set with the small amount of compensation they were receiving. Three oth-
ers were having physical complaints and they were not adjusting to their
families or making a good adjustment in their work. These three -were all
trying to secure grea-ter compensation. The remaining -two were having dif-
ficulties in all areas of -their life. They were having difficulty with em-
ployment, family and social relationships, with the claim, -with •their phys-
ical condition and they were emo'tionally upset.
The worker -who was active on the case was con'tacted in seven in-
stances and the information was no different frcan that in the record ma'te-
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rial. Two were making a fairly successfiil adjustment, the adjustment was
doubtful in three cases, unsuccessftG. in one case, and fair in another
case.
The following tables show the general adjustment as seen from the
follow-up visit and the type of follow-up contact which was made on the
thirty-five veterans who were followed.
TABLE XXI.
FOLLCW-UP ADJDSTMEfJT OF VETERANS
Type of Adjustment Nuiaber Per Cent
Successful 6 17.14
Fair 3 8.57
Improving 4 11,42
Poor 8 22.85
No new inforraation 7 20.00
Not determined 6 17.14
Refused to Cooperate 1 2.85
Total 35 100.00
TABLE XXII
TIPE OF CONTACT MADE IN FOLLCW-UP
Type of Contact Number Per Cent
Home visit IZ 34,28
Contact with worker active
on the case 12 34.28
Telephone 5 14,28
Unal>le to locate 5 14.28
Refused to cooperate 1 2.85
Total 35" 100.00
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CHAPTER VIII.
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
This is a study of services given by the Boston Chapter of the Ameri-
can Red Cross to veterans who have filed claims for disability and includes
a study of attitudes and adjustments of these veterans. The study was made
of a sample of the cases which were active during the last six months of
1945. Some cases were presented to illustrate the services given to the
veterans; then a description of the veterans and an analysis of the mate-
rial in the records was made.
Some of these veterans were referred by the Red Cross field directors
to the Home Service office because they had filed a claim or because they
had other problems. Several veterans were referred by the Veterans* Ad-
ministration and others made personal applications for help with their
claim or for other services.
The majority of the men were yoiing, between the ages of twenty-one
and twenty-six. Jfost of them had been in service between one and two
years.
Many of the men were discharged for physical and emotional disorders.
A large number were hospitalized while in service either for conibat inju-
ries, for physical conditions which developed, or for an emotional dis-
order. In some cases the emotional upset contributed to the physical con-
dition and in other cases there was only a pl^sical or an emotional dis-
order, Those having only the emotional disorder seemed to have more dif-
ficulties than those with only physical complaints.
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It seemed to be more difficult for the veterans to discuss their emo-
tional difficulties and to ask for help with deeper problems. If the vet-
erans were given assistance with some superficial thing such as the claim,
or if they were given advice about getting physical care, they felt freer
to bring up emotional problems. It was difficult for veterans to bring up
family and marital problems also,
A large number were dissatisfied about their claim and accongsanying
this were feelings of resentment, aggression, and hostility, as well as
anxiety, fear, and discouragement. Not only were these feelings expressed
about the claim but about other situations as well. Those who were satis-
fied about the claim were accepting of their total situation. The most
inportant fact which the study brought out was the fact that those men who
had difficulty with their claims were also having difficulties in general
adjustment idiile the veterans who had no difficulty with the claim were
fairly well adjusted in most areas.
Those veterans who were having trouble with their families or who were
having marital difficulties were emotionally upset,
A high percentage of men did not start working after discharge from
service. Many could not work because of physical or emotional conditions.
Those who did return to work went back to the same jobs. Some felt that
education would help them get a better job. Some were unable to make a
good work adjustment and those men had never made a good adjustment before
entering service.
Services were given to veterans as requested and many times when the
worker saw that other services were needed they were given. Not only were
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services needed in connection with the clsdm but because of physical and
emotional problems, family and narital disturbances, vocational or employ-
ment planning, and in many other areas, A large number of veterans were
given superficial services but those given intensive service irere helped
with many problems and over a longer period of time,
A follow-tq> study was done on thirty-five of the forty-seven veterans
studied to determine adjustments. An attempt was made to see how the vet-
eran was adjusting at school, on the job, at home, and how he felt about
his claim. After considering these things, the writer determined the gen-
eral adjustment of the veterans.
This study seemed to bring out the importance of emotional problems
in working with veterans who filed claims for disability. The emotional
problem seemed to be at the root of the family and marital difficulties.
It was present in many cases when veterans had physical con^laints and
these veterans seemed to have many difficulties, A definite amount of
emotional problem was present in those who were having difficulties with
their claims and these veterans were also having difficulty with general
adjustment.
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Filed Claim ;
Tlfhen Where
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Power of Attorney
Adjudication of Claim ;
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Feelings
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Appeal of Claim ;
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Number of Appeals
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Services Given;
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Dominant Service
Problema Appearing :
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Satisfaction
Guilt
Aggression
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